
 

READING ASSISTANT OVERVIEW: ENGLISH 

We know that reading is one of the most important skills students need to succeed 

in their education and beyond. Miss Joy's *My Reading Mentor School* offers 

students anytime, anywhere access to patented technology that uses speech 

recognition to support and correct students pronunciation as they read aloud in 

English. Our online Reading Assistant program from Scientific Learning Corporation 

via the MySciLearn platform, provides home-users with individualized guided oral 

reading practice and support.  My Reading Mentor School is about one thing, 

improving students’ English language proficiency.   

Let’s talk about Oscar.  He's in fourth grade and working on becoming a fluent 

reader in English. But in schools today, it's difficult for him to get all the one-one-

one reading help he needs. What if   there was something that could not only help 

Oscar, but every student. Imagine the confidence and success this would bring to 

Oscar and other students -- no matter their reading level.  

 

Reading Assistant is like a personal, interactive tutor, listening to students read. It's 

the only reading program with real time oral reading feedback. If Oscar stumbles 

or get stuck, Reading Assistant intervenes by saying the word correctly, providing 

help at the very moment its needed most. 

 

Miss Joy’s *My Reading Mentor School* can be accessed online from any computer 

or laptop with a broadband internet connection. Using Reading Assistant's review 

feature, Miss Joy can listen to recordings of student readings at any time and track 

progress with detailed graphical reports that identify when extra help is needed, 

and Miss Joy is just a phone call or email away to provide help and guidance. 

 

Reading Assistant is a highly efficient and cost effective way to build reading 

fluency, comprehension and vocabulary, and provide real literacy support for every 

student. 

Contact: Miss Joy today to discuss Reading Assistant for your child. 

 

 

 

 

 


